
Vermont has an awesome environment and is a great state. Vermont was the 14th 
state of the United States. It was the first state founded after the 13 colonies in 1791 on 
March 4th. Vermont is called the Green Mountain State. This is because in French “Ver” 
means green and “Mont” means mountain. So the French  nicknamed Vermont the “Green 
Mountain State.” There are many special things about Vermont like the state bird, which is the 
Hermit Thrush. The Hermit Thrush looks similar to a small brown/white chickadee. Vermont 
also has a state flower called the red clover, even though it is a purple color. These, and other 
things are what make Vermont great. 
 

Have you ever heard about Vermont’s environment? There is so much to do! One great thing 
about Vermont and something Vermont is really famous for is their mountains. They have a lot of 
great mountains. My family and I love Spruce Mountain. There is a tower you can climb at the top and 
there are some cool looking caves on your way to the top.  
 

Vermont’s autumn attracts many tourists because of how great it looks with the different colored  
leaves and all the forests. My cousin and I like making super big piles of leaves and then we either  
destroy it or my sister does. Fall also has perfect temperatures. It’s mainly cool but not too cold so that's  
why I love fall.  
 

Winter in Vermont is very cold but with all the snow we get we have awesome sledding places  
and my friends and I build snow forts. Finally, summer in Vermont is special. It doesn’t last very long,  
so you try to enjoy it while you can. It gets pretty hot, it can get into the 90’s. But it isn’t always like this. 
Summer is my favorite season. Also, in Vermont’s summers there are plenty of great places to swim  
such as playgrounds, lakes, rivers, ponds or just pools. If you haven’t ever been to Vermont maybe  
this can change your mind. Vermont is a great state, quiet and safe. 
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